
Clean, faster, with HEPA filtration. 
Portable, back-mounted vacuum.

Vac Pac HEPA



Clean faster with better air quality.

The Windsor Kärcher Group Vac Pac HEPA is a portable, back-mounted vacuum that increases productivity, efficiency 

while saving you money and now it features HEPA quality air filtration standard. With increasingly more attention paid to 

indoor air quality, high levels of filtration from your cleaning equipment is even more important than ever. Rest assured 

that our vacuums will now include standard HEPA filtration for 99.9% effectiveness to 0.3 microns, making it the perfect 

choice in dust sensitive areas.
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1 HEPA quality filtration

Maintaining indoor air quality is easy with the Vac Pac HEPA. Our 

new filtration system filters down to 99.9% effectiveness to 0.3 

microns

2 Rugged and simple

Manufactured with molded polyethylene housing, the Vac Pac 

HEPA’s simplistic design is also extremely durable. Able to handle 

daily use, the Vac Pac HEPA is a long term cleaning investment.

3  Powerful motor

Vacuum with authority using the Vac Pac HEPA. This machine 

features a 1.7 hp vacuum motor that is sure to lift dirt, dust, and 

grime from your carpets for a great clean. 

4 Ambidextrous

The hose on the Vac Pac HEPA is designed so that both left and 

right handed operators can comfortably use the machine.

5 No-tool access

Disposal and replacement of filter bags is easy with the Vac Pac 

HEPA. With quick, no-tool access to the filter bags, time isn’t 

wasted between cleaning jobs.

6 Standard tools

At no additional cost, the Vac Pac HEPA comes standard with the 

most-used tools; you do not have to purchase them separately. 

Utilizing these tools transforms this machine from a vacuum into a 

versatile, multi-use powerhouse for your cleaning needs. 



Non-disruptive cleaning.

Daytime cleaning can be frustrating when noisy machines threaten to disrupt business hours. However, with the Windsor 

Kärcher Group Vac Pac HEPA you can quietly clean without worrying about being a noisy distraction. Operating at a 

mere 67 dBA, this powerful vacuum is quiet, making it perfect for daytime cleaning.

Hip-mounted power switch

A conveniently located power switch rests at 

hip level on the Vac Pac HEPA within easy 

view of the operator. The positioning of this 

switch means that operators can easily turn 

the vacuum on and off.

Choose your capacity.

For different operators and job requirements, the Vac Pac HEPA comes in two different sizes so that you can choose 

which size works best for your staff and facility. Available in 6 and 10 quart capacities, the Vac Pac HEPA is conveniently 

sized to fit your every need.

Technical data

Vac Pac HEPA

Vacuum Motor 1.7 hp (1295W), flow 
through design, with 

internal thermal protection, 
with 104" (264) cm 

waterlift and 112 cfm     
airflow

Construction Molded polyethylene 
housing

Filter Bag Capacity (VP6 / VP10) quart 6 / 10

Vacuum Hose ft 5' (1.5 m), 1.5" (3.8 cm) 
diameter

Exhaust Diffused for quiet 
operation

Filtration 4 stage

 Weight (VP6 / VP10) lbs 10 (4.5 kg) /              11 (5 
kg)

Height (VP6 / VP10) in 19.8" / 23.7"

Width in 8.8" (22 cm)

Depth in 8.5" (21.5 cm)

Sound Level dBA 67

Harness Padded, 1.5" straps

Approvals UL Listed to U.S. and 
Canadian Standards

Swivel hose

Greater mobility is easily achieved with the 

Vac Pac HEPA, which features a swivel hose 

connection that allows you to go more places 

with this machine.

HEPA air filter

Our standard HEPA filter comes with every 

machine, that is great news considering 

these machines are often used in sensitive 

areas such as schools, hospitals and other 

high traffic areas.

Accessories

Description Order No.

Turbolator Air Turbine Tool Kit for Vac Pac 
HEPA (includes ATT air turbine tool and Wand 
#02371)

9.840-611.0

Vac Pac HEPA Overhead Kit (includes #02291 
wand, #02288 multi-purpose tool, #02083 
dusting brush, #2084 upholstery tool, #02085              
upholstery tool brush)

8.604-143.0

Vac Pac HEPA Floor Kit (includes #02004 
carpet tool, #02003 bristle tool, #02290 2-pc. 
wand)

8.604-142.0

Vac Pac HEPA Tool Kit (includes #02293 
crevice tool, #02083 dusting brush, #02084 
upholstery tool, #02085 upholstery tool brush, 
#02086 extension tube)

8.604-141.0

Vac Pac HEPA SpotLite Kit (includes #78263 
SpotLite Tool, #89079 SpotLite Wand)

8.604-144.0

Vac Pac HEPA QuickSweep Tool Kit (includes 
#78277 Quick Sweep Tool, #89079 
QuickSweep Wand)

8.604-145.0

Turbolator Air Turbine Tool 8.628-332.0

Smooth Sweep Tool 8.628-454.0

Wand for Air Turbine Tool 8.628-463.0

Vac Pac HEPA 2-pc. Aluminum Wand 9.840-632.0

Vac Pac HEPA Crevice Tool 8.619-876.0



Please contact us for more information:

Windsor Kärcher Group

4555 Airport Way 

Denver, CO 80239

Phone 800-444-7654

www.windsorkarchergroup.com
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U.S. and Foreign Applications.


